The Committee reviewed and approved the following proposals:

**Program Changes**
Nursing (DNP)  
*Change in Residency course from 9 to 2-9 variable hours*  
Mary Webb

*The CON needs to submit the Course Change request for NGR 7945 that supports this Change of Program request.*

Speech-Language Pathology (MS)  
*increase practicum hours by 1*  
Ruth Bahr

**New Concentrations**
Public Health (MSPH):  
International Public Health Research, Policy and Planning  
Deanna Wathington

**Concentration Changes**
Liberal Arts (MLA): Africana Studies  
*change admission requirements*  
Eric Duke

Rehab and Mental Health Counseling (MA):  
Marriage and Family  
*change course requirement*  
Ryan Henry

**Certificate Changes**
Addictions & Substance Abuse Counseling  
*change curriculum (update course numbers, sequence)*  
Mary Carroll represented by Tennyson Wright

The following items were tabled for the December meeting:

**Program Changes**
Urban and Community Design (MUCD)  
*Change hours from 39 to 45*  
Trent Green

**New Certificates**
College Student Affairs  
Wilma Henry

Concepts and Tools of Epidemiology  
Heather Stockwell

**Adjourned:** The meeting adjourned at 1:30 p.m.
Approved by the Chair 11/1/10

New Courses

SPA 6307 Speech Perception and Sensorineural Hearing Loss     Jennifer Lister
SPA 6393 Audiology Practice Management     Jennifer Lister

Course Changes:
ART 6911 Directed Research change grading option, pre-req, desc.     Richard Olinger
FIN 6406 Financial Management reduce from 3 credits to 2 credits     Scott Besley
GLY 6492 Hydrogeology Internship Discontinue Cont Enrollment option     Ping Wang

REVIEWED BY CHAIR

PENDING

New Courses

EDF 7491 Consulting and Project Management     Liliana Rodriguez-Campos
EDF 7462 Metaevaluation     Liliana Rodriguez-Campos
EDF 7465 Theory and Practice of Personnel Evaluation     Liliana Rodriguez-Campos
EDF 7485 Theory and Practice of Program Evaluation     Liliana Rodriguez-Campos

EDF Courses: Information in Objectives are Outline information. Need corrected Objectives. Also need information entered in to the E-system

EIN 6931 New Product Development     Kingsley A. Reeves, Jr.
Pending confirmation of program fit – both are ELECTIVES.
Still need to correct learning objectives (match to learning outcomes or revise)

MHS 6xxx Issues and Trends in Developmental Disabilities     Bobbie Vaughn
Needs corrections to Learning outcomes and Objectives

NGR 7xxx Fund of Stats for Clinicians     Mary Webb
Approved pending correction to course description- addition of note regarding “clinical applications”

SPA 6535L Audiology Clinical Laboratory I     Jennifer Lister
SPA 6536L Audiology Clinical Laboratory II     Jennifer Lister

Course descriptions are the same; need to differentiate

Pending correction to learning outcomes:

ENC 6266 Professional and Technical Communication     Alma Bryant/Prof Zoetewey
Dr. Bryant forwarded request to Prof Zoetewey for response.

PET 6091 Topics in Strength and Conditioning     Bill Campbell
Information received; still needs additional edits

PET 6256 Sport in Society: Contemporary Issues     Robert Mertzman

PET 6339 Neuromuscular Aspects of Exercise Physiology     Bill Campbell

PET 6352 Cardio respiratory Aspects of Exercise Physiology     Bill Campbell

PET 6472 Legal Aspects of Physical Activity     JoAnn Eickhoff-Shemek

PET 6536 Research methods in Exercise Science     Marcus Kilpatrick

Course Changes:
LIS 6906 Independent Study change to regular grading
Question on Independent Study policy – PENDING CONFIRMATION FROM SCNS

LIS 6946 Supervised Fieldwork change to S/U grading
Question on section – is “I” appropriate or should it be “L”

NGR 7945 Residency – CON needs to submit course form to request change in hours from 9 to 2-9 variable hours to support change of program for the DNP – approved (11/1/10)
PHC 6507   Health Education Methods   change pre-reqs, title to Health Ed Intervention Methods   Kay Perrin
Pending revision to objectives and information on topics. Received information; still needs additional edits

Other Curriculum – previously approved but still pending revision for SCNS or Registrar’s Submission:
UCD courses – approved 7/7/10; UCD does not exist as prefix; College has submitted a justification to the State – pending state response.

EEX 6346 – approved 5/4/09 – pending department confirmation for course number and action (new or change?)
Notification to go to faculty contact to provide confirmation by Dec 6 or course will be removed from system and will need to be resubmitted at a future date.

Certificate – Military Counseling – approved 1/11/10- pending concurrence from Rehab, Nursing, Social Work
   Notification to go to Grad Certificates and faculty contact to provide concurrence by Dec 6 or the approval will be rescinded and the dept will need to resubmit at a future date.

NOTE FOR THE RECORD
NAME CHANGE:
School of Library and Information Science in the College of Arts and Sciences is now the School of Information in CAS – USF-Tampa (Provost’s approval 10/26/10).

REACTIVATION OF PROGRAM/CONCENTRATION:

Elementary Education Concentration in the Curriculum and Instruction Program (Ph.D.) – effective Fall 2011

******************************************************************************

Next Scheduled Meetings
1-3 p.m., November 15, 2010 – Graduate Council
1-3 p.m., December 6, 2010 – Curriculum Meeting